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How does it work?

With TRIBE, your employees can:


1. Choose to upgrade their Flexi Vital Care+ policy plans

2. Submit a flexible claim from a selected list of items

For example, Dave’s company has  allocated him with 
$300 flex dollars in his flex wallet.

With this wallet he can choose to:

- Upgrade his Flexi Vital Care + plan

- Claim for expenses from a list of benefits

Upgrade policy

Flex claims
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On the other hand, Sally prefers to use her 
flex dollars for insurance

Upgrade policy

Flex claims

How do employees upgrade their policy?

The insurance selection period is 
an annual process. 

During this time, employees can log in to the portal and 
make their selections. Once the selection closes, the 
portal will record their final selection.

occurs 1 month to 2 weeks before policy renewal

selection will be open for a period of 2 weeks
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Additional Notes about Insurance Selection

New hires will be able to make their selection 

For employees whose hire date is between 1st and 15th of the 
month, their selection will start on the 16th of the same 
month. For whose hire date is between 16th and 31st, their 
selection will start on the 1st of the next month

Health Declaration Forms are required for underwriting

If underwriting is required, the employee will need to 
complete a Health Declaration Form (HDF) on the TRIBE 
portal. If the HDF is not completed before the selection ends, 
the plan will be reverted back to its core/original plan.
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Flexible Wallet Allocation

There are 2 types of flexible wallet allocation

1.

2.

1. By job grade

You can allocate employees with different job grades 
with different wallet amounts.

For example, Dave is a director and gets a $500 
allocation. Sally & Joe are both managers with an 
allocation of $300 each.

By job grades

All employees

How to setup a flexible wallet?
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2. All employees

To setup your wallet allocation, fill up the “Flex 
Wallet Allocation” in the Digital Wallet Form.

You can also allocate the same amount to all 
employees. This means that Dave, Sally & Joe all get 
the same allocation.

How to setup a flexible wallet?
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Additional Notes about Flexible Wallet 
Allocation

New hires will get a prorated wallet based on their hire 
date

The proration calculation will be based on the number of 
calendar days. 
The proration calculation will be based on the number of 
calendar days. 

Any over-utilisation of wallet by an employee upon 
leaving will be clawed back

For employees who have over-utilized their wallet, a leavers 
report will be generated within 5 working days after LTRIA is 
informed of a termination via the ADC file. The report will 
indicate the employee’s wallet allocation, as well as the 
amount exceed.

Leavers will have their wallet prorated

The same proration rule will apply to leavers. 

Leavers who have not exceeded their prorated amount will 
have their wallet allocation adjusted to the prorated amount 
within 5 working days from receiving the Addition, Deletion & 
Changes (ADC) file

For more information about ADC and leavers report, 
please refer to “ Reports & Documents “
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Flexible Benefit Items

Once you have decided the amount to allocate to 
your employees, you will need to determine the 
eligible flexible item category and claimable items.

Claim Category

There are 6 broad claim categories to choose from:


Personal Insurance Premium
Optical Expenses
Infant/ childcare
Medical Expenses
Dental Expenses
Gym Memberships/ sports
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Claim Category (cont.)

Only the selected categories will appear on the portal.

Employees can then select the respective category to 
make a flexible claim.

Claimable Items

In each claim category, the claimable items will indicate 
the items that can be approved by TRIBE’s team of 
adjudicators. Any item that does not appear on the list 
will be rejected.



As a guideline, the claimable items should be relatively 
broad so as to allow your employees enjoy the flex 
experience.
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Setting Up Your Claim Categories & Claimable Items

On the Digital Wallet Form, indicate with a tick on the claim 
category you wish to implement for your employees. 

Next, cross out any claimable items you do not wish to 
include in each category. For additional items not found 
within the category, please indicate them under 
“additional claimable items”.

Dental products (e.g. toothpaste, mouthwash, floss, toothbrush etc)

Claims Cut-off Date

There will be a claims cut-off date on the 20th of every 
month. This means that flex claims submitted before the 
20th of each month will be included in the payroll report. 
Any claims submitted after the 20th will be processed in 
the next payroll report.
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CPF & Tax Treatment

Different benefit items have different CPF and tax 
treatment. This is stated on the Digital Wallet Form, beside 
their respective claim category.

Taxable Items

When a benefit item is taxable, the approved claim 
amount will be added to an employee’s overall taxable 
income.

Items That Attract CPF

*CPF contribution will differ according to age group, income and citizenship

When a benefit item attracts CPF, this means that CPF 
contribution is required for both employers and employees 
as per prevailing CPF contribution rules. 



For example, if an optical claim is approved, employees will 
receive $80* in their payroll, while the remaining $20 + 
employer contribution will be added to their CPF.
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Additional Notes Flexible Benefit Items

Depending on your claim category, it may be liable for 
CPF and tax.

The CPF and tax treatment of each category is indicated on 
the Digital Wallet Form. This information will be available to 
users when submitting claims on the portal.

Receipts in foreign currencies are accepted

All receipts in foreign currencies will be converted to 
Singapore Dollars (SGD) against the prevailing exchange 
rates obtained from OANDA. 

Flex claims submission will be processed within 3 - 5 
working days.
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Administrative Matters

Employee Email

All portal login will require an active email address. All 
communication to the employee, like the welcome email, 
claim updates, will be sent via email.



The email address can be a personal / corporate email 
address, however only ONE email can be used. The email 
address will be set up according to the employee listing/ 
census information provided to AIA.



Please take note of the following:

Portal Matters

The employee need to be able to access to the email 
provided, a dummy email should not be used as they 
will not be able to access the TRIBE portal

Depending on your email client, the emails from TRIBE 
can be filtered into your spam folders.
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Email Notifications

Employees will receive email notifications for the following:


A welcome email will be sent to new accounts to setup a 
secure password. 

Account Setup 


Notifications will be sent when a claim has been 
submittied / approved / rejected

Claims Status Updates

If an employee has forgotten their password, they will need 
to follow the link send to them to reset their password

Forget password

If insurance selection is applicable, employees will receive 
a selection email in place of an account setup email. 

Selection (if applicable)
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Addition, Deletion and Change

All addition, deletion and change (ADC) will be carried out 
in 2 cycles : on the 1st & 15th of the month. 



Cycle 1 - 1st of the month

Employee census / listing received from 15th to the last 
day of the month will be processed on the 1st of the next 
month.



Cycle 2 - 15th of the month

Employee census / listings received from the 1st to 14th of 
the month will be process on the 15th.



To avoid confusion, in the instance that multiple files are 
received within a cycle, only the latest file will be 
processed. 

To ensure that all your ADCs are processed, please include 
all the required changes in your latest ADC file.

Reports and Documents

For more information about how this affects selection, 
please refer to “Additional Notes About Insurance Selection”
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Payroll Report

A payroll report will be generated every month detailing 
your employees’ approved claims. This report will be sent 
within 5 working days after the claims cut-off date on the 
20th of every month.

Leavers Report

A leavers report will be generated only when a terminated 
employee has exceeded their prorated flex amount. This 
report will be sent within 5 working days after 1st or 15th of 
the month, depending on the date the ADC was sent.

Reports and Documents
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